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Abstract. Considering the voltage problems of district power network with large-scale new energy, 
the reactive power optimization model is discussed in this paper, and the renewable power plants 
are taken as continuous reactive power adjustment means to participate in the optimization. From 
two time scales of day-ahead and real-time, a three-level dynamic optimization model for 
coordinated control of district power network and new energy station is built and different objective 
functions are constructed of each level according to different needs and control variables. Finally, a 
case of district power network is used to validate the proposed model, and the results show that the 
model can ensure the safe operation of the grid at different load levels. 

1 Introduction 
For reactive power optimization problems in district power network with new energy generation, 

reference [1-2] considered the DFIG wind farm’s reactive power regulation ability and studied the 
control strategy of reactive power-voltage from the perspective of global optimization. For dynamic 
reactive power optimization modeling, reference [3] studied the day-ahead scheduling optimization 
model for capacitors and transformer taps but the solving process was complex. The literatures 
above only considered one time section or day-ahead optimization, lacking of the description of 
scheduling operation’s process throughout the whole day, coordination optimization of capacitors 
and new energy output and the interaction between power grid and new energy station. 

This paper assumed the situation where the installed capacity of new energy generation is greater 
than the local load demand. To solve the voltage problem of 110kV district network, a three-level 
reactive power optimization model was proposed from a hierarchical perspective. Every power 
plant was taken as an integral whole to participate in the grid reactive power optimization, and the 
plant implemented optimization inside itself. In order to coordinate the new energy station’s output 
and capacitors, the grid control was divided into a bi-level optimization of day-ahead and real-time 
control considering the limit of action times of capacitors. 

2 Framework of three-level reactive power optimization 

The framework of proposed optimization model is shown in Fig.1. From the perspective of 
day-ahead and real-time, the process of reactive power optimization in regional grid was described. 

(1)First-level optimization considering discrete reactive power conditioning equipment: 
according to the load forecast, new energy station output forecast and reactive power output range, 
optimize the next day’s capacitor action sequence and switching capacity. 

(2)Second-level optimization considering continuous reactive power source: real-time 
optimization with control variables of new energy stations’ reactive power output. The response 
speed of continuous reactive power source in new energy stations is fast enough to meet the demand 
of real-time scheduling. 

(3) Third-level optimization in new energy station: according to the scheduling instruction, the 
control system of wind power unit or photovoltaic cell in the station can get the reactive power 
output of each unit through the global optimization. 
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Fig.1. Three-level reactive power optimization model in regional grid 
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Fig.2 Optimization process of interior point method based on branch and bound method 
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3 Mathematical model of reactive power optimization 
3.1 Object functions 

(1) Day-ahead reactive power optimization in grid 
The day of the load is divided into 24 periods, and the total power loss in the next day is chosen 

as the objective function considering the economic operation of power grid: 
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(2) Real-time reactive power optimization in grid 
In order to ensure the voltage quality of the users, minimizing active power loss and voltage 

deviation are chosen as objective functions in the real-time optimization model: 
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(3) Reactive power optimization in new energy stations 
In order to ensure the economic operation of new energy stations, the active power loss is chosen 

as objective function: 
min plossf P=                                                                                         (4) 

Where E is the regional grid’s electric energy loss in the whole day; lossP is the active power loss 
in the regional grid; U∆ is the voltage deviation; ijG , ijB and ijδ are conductance, susceptance and phase 
angle difference between the i-th node and j-th node; n is the total number of nodes; ideal

jU is the 
desired voltage of the j-th node; plossP is the active power loss in the new energy station. 

3.2 Constraints 
1、Normal constraints  
Including power flow balance constraints, node voltage constraint and capacitor’s switching 

capacity constraint. 
2、Other constraints 
The first-level and second-level optimizations belong to grid-level optimization which needs to 

consider examinational scope of power factor in the high voltage side of 220kV substations. Also 
the new energy station’s reactive power output constraint should be considered: 

maxmincos cos cosϕ ϕ ϕ≤ ≤           (5)                         G maxG min GQ Q Q≤ ≤              (6) 
The limit of discrete equipment’s action times within a day is considered in the grid’s day-ahead 

reactive power optimization: 
23

1
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Where QC is the capacitor banks’ maximum allowed number of actions within a day; QS is the 
adjustment step of capacitor banks’ reactive power output. 

In the third-level of new energy station’s reactive power optimization, new energy stations’ 
reactive power output should meet the requirements of grid scheduling: 

out refQ Q e− ≤                                                                          (8) 
where outQ  is the reactive power in the new energy station exit; refQ  is the reactive power 

scheduling instruction from regional grid; e is assumed to be 0.0001 here. 
Reactive power limit of wind turbines can be seen in reference [8] and reactive power limit of 

photovoltaic plants can be seen in reference [12]. 

4 Coordinated optimization method based on interior point method 
Considering the practical engineering application, the next 24 hours is simplified as several 

decoupled optimization periods to process the limit of equipment action times, and the load of each 
cycle is the average load during this period. As the interior point method has a good convergence 
effect and fast calculation speed, and in order to deal with discrete variables, interior point method 
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based on branch and bound method is adopted to solve the reactive power optimization problem of 
capacitors and new energy station’s reactive power output. The detailed algorithm flowchart is 
shown in Fig.2. 

5 Case Study 

The case contains one 220kV substation and six 110kV substations; five capacitor banks are 
installed whose daily switching limit is five. The optimization is based on the active power 
dispatching results. Fig.4 shows the daily predicted output curves of new energy stations and load.  
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Fig.3 Electric diagram of district power network          Fig.4 Daily predicted output curves of new 

energy stations and load 
1、Day-ahead reactive power optimization results 
Considering that the node voltage may approach the upper limit after power loss optimization, 

the upper limit in day-ahead reactive power dispatch is compressed to 1.055 from 1.07 in order to 
ensure sufficient voltage regulation margin in real-time scheduling. 
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Fig.5 Capacitor switching results of substation 1    Fig.6 Voltage comparison before and after new energy 

station participating in real-time optimization 
Fig.5 shows the comparison of static optimization results and optimization results after the 

division of optimization period. As the result shows, the switching frequency is significantly 
reduced and within the range. In addition, the amount of computations is much smaller.  

2、Real-time reactive power optimization results 
Two cases are analyzed according to the day-ahead results: 

a. Normal case: Suppose little changes in load and output than predicted.  
b. The worst case: Suppose large changes in load and output, and the voltage will exceed the 

upper limit according to day-ahead results.  
The active loss and voltage deviation results before and after optimization are shown in Table 1.  

Table 1 Results before and after new energy station participating in real-time optimization 

Objective 
Case a Case b 

Before  After Before After 
Ploss/MW 1.237 1.132 5.868 5.927 
ΔU/kV 0.1305 0.2263 0.2836 0.1653 

Table 2 Output of new energy stations 

Stations PV WF1 WF2 

Q/MVar -2.07 -0.52 2.26 

From the results in Table 1, the active power loss after optimization in case(a) drops 8.49%; the 
voltage is increased as can be seen in fig.6(a). In both cases, the voltage can be guaranteed within 
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the operating range. Though the power loss in case(b) is increased, it’s increased by only 0.49%, 
indicating that safety and economical efficiency are both maintained. The results show that taking 
renewable power plants as continuous reactive power adjustment means can effectively improve the 
economy of the grid and it is necessary and valid to take the active loss and voltage deviation 
minimization into account in real-time optimization model. 

3、Reactive power optimization results of new energy station 
Based on the result in the scene of 2.a, the reactive power output of each station is shown in 

Table 2. Take wind farm1 as an example to verify the optimization model inside the station. If use 
the traditional proportional allocation method, the power loss of the station is 2.258MW, but it can’t 
guarantee the reactive power at the exit essentially matching the dispatch instruction. However, the 
model proposed in this paper can achieve the dispatch instruction and reduce the power loss to 
2.137MW. Thus the rationality and effectiveness of the proposed optimization model is proved. 

6 Conclusion 
On the basis of taking new energy station as continuous reactive power adjustment means, a 

three-level dynamic reactive power optimization model for district power network with large scale 
new energy is built from different time scales. Different objective functions are constructed and 
different decision variables with different output characteristics are processed in each level 
according to different needs. The proposed three-level coordinated model is implemented in a real 
district power network and the results show that it can give full play to the own characteristics of 
capacitors and new energy generators, achieve their coordinated optimal voltage control under 
different circumstances, and effectively reduce the active power loss of the district power grid and 
new energy stations thus improving the economy and security of the grid. 
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